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ABSTRACT
Inverted gradient (IG) electrostatic discharge (ESD) on
spacecraft materials in vacuum has been the subject of
numerous experimental studies. Recent work with
highly
symmetric,
concentric
ring
coupon
configurations, both laser-initiated and spontaneous, has
generated results that detail current flows during the
discharge process as a function of several input
parameters. Here we have developed and applied to the
ESD propagation problem a numerical model that
includes detailed physics such as secondary electron
emission (SEE) and stimulated desorption. An
electrostatic code combines Particle-In-Cell and direct
simulation Monte Carlo approaches. Ring currents data
were simulated for a full discharge period and several
parameters were varied to evaluate model sensitivity.
Results include maps of plasma potential, electron and
ion density at selected times during the discharge, timedependent current profiles and total charge collected for
each ring. The simulations show consistency with the
experimental results, without having optimized input
parameters. SEE and stimulated ion desorption are
identified for the first time as critical factors in
determining the propagation phenomenology.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Electrostatic discharge (ESD) flashover propagation on
positively-charged dielectric surfaces has been widely
studied in recent years, with numerous studies
attempting to measure and explain the rate at which
surface charge is neutralized as a function of time and
distance from the arc inception point [1-24]. The
“brushfire” or perimeter theory of propagation has been
widely assumed and utilized as a working model for
more than three decades, but attempts to reconcile
velocity measurements or to match observed and
calculated current waveforms have met with qualified
success. As a result, a “round robin” program was
initiated to systematically obtain and compare such
propagation measurements with several test articles in
multiple test facilities, in order to resolve this important
issue [2]. The propagation is central to how the
discharge develops and evolves, and is inextricably tied
to the macro parameters of duration and current
amplitude. With basic elements of the fundamental
physics missing, detailed knowledge about what drives

fundamental discharge parameters has been elusive. The
importance
of
understanding
and
properly
characterizing propagation dynamics is due in no small
portion to applications on spacecraft, particularly largearea insulating satellite surfaces such as solar array
cover glasses and multi-layer blankets. Under some
circumstances these may be susceptible to high level
surface charging and associated discharging in space.
Solar array, thermal blanket and other spacecraft
components are almost always evaluated using ground
test results with sub-scale coupons, since it is generally
impractical to test full-size articles. Given the present
level of theoretical understanding of ESD flashover,
full-scale estimates carry large uncertainty. When
materials, layout geometry or other features of the
specific configuration are changed, or focus expands to
include properties such as EMI, the problem becomes
even worse. Large, unquantified uncertainties are
therefore common, resulting in design choices that
might be otherwise unnecessary. In addition, the
problem is of intrinsic interest from a fundamental
physics perspective.
Two main theoretical frameworks have been
constructed in an attempt to explain vacuum ESD
flashover. The perimeter (brushfire) [1] and plasma
bubble [3] models have sought to address fundamental
observables of characteristic propagation speed, peak
current amplitude and event duration. Detailed, recent
experimental data have shown conclusively that both
frameworks lead to incorrect predictions. The perimeter
model is the more standard, legacy approach, and is
commonly used to predict current-time profiles for
inverted gradient (IG) ESD on large insulator layouts, in
lieu of actual tests. It assumes propagation velocity is
single-valued, constant, and determined by ion mobility,
and neutralization is complete inside the propagating
perimeter and zero outside [1,4]. It predicts sequential,
non-overlapping annular ring currents, constant velocity
for the duration of discharge events and uniformly
discharged surfaces when the discharge is over. The
much more recent bubble model includes a numerical
approach and has been informed by experimental data
gathered since the perimeter model was proposed,
including the rapid onset of current collection at
locations distant from the cathode. Like the perimeter
model it assumes propagation speed that depends on the
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inverse square root of the mass of plasma ions. While
the legacy model seemed to conclude these ions would
arise from background gas, here ions are assumed to
originate from the cathode material and therefore
cathodes composed of massive atoms should produce
low propagation velocity.
A study of expansion velocity through background
plasma after crossing a dielectric surface [25],
concluded through both measurements and numerical
analysis that the propagation speed was up to 10 times
the ion sound velocity (rather than equal to it as
maintained by perimeter and bubble models). Two
distinct propagation velocities were observed within the
same discharge event.
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Electron impact ionization of H2O is included using the
curve fit to the measured data of Schutten et al. [30]
shown in Fig. 4. Electron impact ionization of the
aluminum atoms is modeled using the cross section
shown in Fig. 5 taken from Lennon et al. [31]. The
back-pressure of the experiment (2x10-5 torr, as the
main pump for the facility had not yet been installed) is
included in the simulation and assumed to consist of
neutral water molecules at room temperature. The
simulations are unsteady in time and are run for a total
elapsed time of 40 µs. A maximum of about one million
particles is employed in the calculations.
The idealized picture of an ESD event shown in Fig. 1 is
used to focus the modelling and allow comparison of
predictions with the laboratory measurements.

Breakdown parameters between two electrodes bridged
by a dielectric surface have been extensively measured
and analysed [see, for example, 26-28]. Here the
dielectric surface is uncharged when the electrodes are
energized, and the voltage difference between
electrodes is extremely high. Propagation velocity is
much greater than observed with the ring coupon of the
present study.
2.

THEORETICAL METHOD

Simulations of the Aerospace ring current data [8,9] are
performed using an electro-static code that combines the
Particle-In-Cell (PIC) and direct simulation Monte
Carlo (DSMC) methods [29]. The plasma potential is
modeled using Poisson’s equation. Five different
chemical species are included: H2O, H2O+, Al, Al+, and
electrons. The system is rarefied but not collisionless,
and so collisions are considered between all species.
Figure 2. Net cathode emission current profile imposed
by the simulations.

Figure 1. Conceptual snapshot of an ESD event, with
cathode point in the center and radially propagating
current collection area (blue annulus).

The center of the picture represents an aluminum
cathode electron source initiated via pulsed laser or
spontaneous breakdown due to local electric fields. A
current profile taken from the experiments and imposed
by the simulation is shown in Fig. 2. In the experimental
situation cathode emission level must equal the sum
total of ring collection currents in order for the cathode
potential to remain constant. For the simulation no such
requirement exists; any electron loss results in lower net
charge collection compared to net cathode charge
emission for the event. The electron temperature is a
parameter to be varied, and the baseline calculation
assumes a value of 1 eV. Emission is in the axial (z)
direction. The cathode potential is fixed at -50 V for
baseline cases. During the blow-off stage of the
experimental ESD events the cathode potential is highly
negative as charge is removed from a 1 nF “structural”
capacitance, but during the mature stage of the
discharges the cathode and ring conductors maintain a
steady potential of about -50V; these simulations
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primarily address the mature phase of the discharge
after blow-off has ended. It is further assumed that
aluminum is emitted from the cathode at the constant
rate of 1.5×1012 particles/µs and constant temperature of
1300 K.
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multiple layers of adsorbed water molecules are present
on the coupon, and electron impact on the Kapton
surface results in release of water ions (H2O+) and
neutral water molecules (H2O) via electron stimulated
desorption [34]. Our assumed yield is 0.01 for H2O+
ions and 1 for H2O neutral molecules per incident
electron; experimental yield measurements for water on
Kapton are unknown to us and these figures are

Figure 3. Secondary electron emission coefficient for
Kapton (normal incidence).
Figure 5. Cross section for electron impact ionization of
aluminum atoms [31].

Figure 4. Electron impact ionization cross sections for
water [30].
The remainder of the coupon is covered in Kapton that
extends to a radius of 0.375 m and is assumed to have
uniform potential of 1.4 kV at discharge initiation.
Kapton has a significant secondary electron emission
(SEE) yield under the conditions of the experiment.
Based on the measurements of Hoffman [32], the SEE
yield employed in the simulation has normal incidence
electron energy dependence as shown in Fig. 3. The offnormal SEE curve is unknown for Kapton but evidence
suggests significant elevation will occur [33]. When an
SEE event occurs, the emitted electron is assumed to
depart axially with 5 eV temperature. We assume that

Figure 6. Simulation vs measurement comparison for
net negative charge collection on individual annular
rings at selected times during discharge
therefore order of magnitude estimates. Transient
pressure rise observed for IG-ESD events under low
pressure conditions suggests that the sum of these yield
figures is not unreasonable. Parameters expected to
influence the yield include incident electron energy and
angle of incidence, partial pressures in the background
gas, adsorption energy and surface temperature. Ions
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Figure 7. Electron density map snapshots in time sequence for the baseline simulation; 10µs (upper left), 20µs (upper right),
30µs (lower left), 40µs (lower right).

Figure 8. Ion density map snapshots in time sequence for the baseline simulation; 10µs (upper left), 20µs (upper right), 30µs
(lower left), 40µs (lower right).
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incident on the coupon are reflected as neutral
molecules.
R2 through R8 refer to the annular
collection rings from near coupon center (R1) to the
outer edge of the circular coupon.
As charged particles are incident and/or reflect from the
Kapton surface, charge density is updated and assumed
to subsequently change the surface potential using the
following relation:

Df =

Ds
C

where  is potential,  is charge density, and C=0.184
µF/m2 is the capacitance per unit area of Kapton.
3.

BASELINE RESULTS

A Baseline solution is obtained under the conditions and
assumptions described in the previous section. The total
charge collected by the R2 to R8 sequence of individual
annular rings, according to the radial coordinate
corresponding to each ring mid-point (e.g. ring 3 is at
10cm), is plotted in Fig. 6 at 5 µs intervals, and
compared with the average result for 21 experimental
discharge events at end-of-discharge. Charge collection
is lower for the simulation, presumably due to electron
losses as already discussed. The simulation shows that
charge collection on inner rings “saturates” sequentially.
There is virtually no current collection on ring 2 (R2)
more than 10µs into the discharge. This statement is
true for ring 3 after about 15µs and ring 4 after 25µs.
During the late stage of the discharge the vast majority
of current collection is on the outer rings. These
findings are consistent with our experimental results
[8,9] and others [23]. The reduced rate of charge
accumulation near the end of the discharge is due to low
electron emission current from the cathode.
In Fig. 7 we see that Baseline electron density is always
highest near the cathode, as expected. Although it is not
clearly conveyed by the four snapshots shown, electron
density is highly fluctuating. For most of the discharge
duration, electrons can be found in abundance at
significant distance from the emitter along z, as seen in
the 20 µs snapshot, and they are present to lesser degree
out along the r axis (parallel to coupon surface) just
above the Kapton. Close to inception (again, not well
captured by the Figure) electron density is biased in the
radial direction. Between the early and middle phase of
the discharge, as R1 current becomes large, electron
density distribution develops preference for axial
locations and maintains it for most of the rest of the
discharge. The transition to axial character was in
progress at the 10 µs point. Electron density along the r
axis, especially at large distance, is also robust during
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this period – as indicated by the 20 µs snapshot.
However, an electron density “hole” begins to develop
at 20 µs, is prominent by 30 µs and continues to grow
through the end of the discharge. In much of the region
between z and r for most of the 10-30 µs timeframe, Ne
can be considered to have adopted a uniform
hemispherical density that is analogous to the “plasma
bubble”, although the denser regions continue to
correlate with the coordinate axes. Near the end of the
discharge (40µs), electron trajectories are again largely
radial and a pronounced Ne minimum has formed along
the z axis. Concurrently R1 cathode emission current is
very low and the highest residual Kapton potentials
reside on the outer rings. Low Ne is also found at this
time above the inner rings, where electron current is
negligible.
Plots of Baseline Ni in Fig. 8 are close enough to the Ne
results to conclude that the plasma is approximately
quasineutral in the regions of higher density. Areas of
substantial Ni, Ne deviation include the region just
above the coupon surface and beyond its outer
perimeter. In fact, for much of the discharge duration
ions appear to prefer stretching out along the z and r
axes, with a minimum far out along their bisector.
The potential maps in Fig. 9 are consistent with the
above observations. Because of the small size of the
cathode area and symmetry of the coupon, electrons can
naturally be drawn out in the z direction as well as
radially. Due to symmetry the radial field is zero along
the z axis. Early in the discharge the inner rings are fully
charged, and due to their proximity to the cathode a
strong pull exists for off-axis cathode electrons.
However, as mentioned above, beyond 10µs current
draw on R2 is negligible; this is presumably why
electron density has decreased sharply near R2 in the
20µs Ne plot but has become elevated at large z values
over a sizable range of r coordinates. In contrast to the
electrons, ions in most regions are pushed away from
the coupon by the local electric field – potentially
accounting for the “stretching” of the Ni map along both
axes. Due to the change of ring potentials during the
discharge and the fact that they change at such different
rates, the potential maps of Fig. 9 also show significant
evolution during the discharge period.
Temporal profiles of net collected ring current densities
are plotted in Fig. 10, comparing experimental and
simulation results.
The experimental profiles are
averaged over 21 events, resulting in smooth profiles.
While the simulations are very noisy, they also exhibit
the “propagation” of waveforms from inner to outer
rings during the discharge.
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Figure 9. Potential maps for the Baseline case.
When the secondary electron emission (SEE) yield
climbs above unity due to falling impingement energy,
further neutralization progress encounters a difficulty.
If the coefficient is substantially greater than 1 for many
of the impinging electrons, we hypothesize that a
secondary electron emission avalanche may develop,
generating additional electrons locally that will flow in
the radial direction and augment current flow into
middle and outer rings. By turning off the SEE effect,
neutralization of inner rings should occur faster and
more quickly, and outer rings will be deprived of much
of their supply of SEE current that was originating at
smaller radii. To significant degree this prediction is
borne out by the result shown in Fig. 11. However,
setting the SEE coefficient to zero affects the plasma in
other ways as well.
Figure 10. Comparison of simulated and experimental
temporal profiles of ring currents
3.1. Kapton secondary electron emission = 0
As electrons impinge on the Kapton surface early in the
discharge, assuming collisionless conditions they reduce
the surface charge efficiently because the impingement
energy is well above the second unity crossing point
(approximately 800 eV for normal-incidence electrons).

4.

SENSITIVITY STUDY

A large number of assumptions have been made in
performing the baseline analysis. Some, including
electron stimulated desorption yields and production
rate of gas phase aluminum atoms, carry large
uncertainties. To understand the sensitivity of results to
key assumptions and evaluate which physical
parameters are of high importance, a further series of
simulations is performed (see Table 1) and compared to
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Table 1. Parameters varied in sensitivity analyses
Case Name
Revised Parameter
Capacitance = 2X
Kapton capacitance doubled
Ion = 0
Water ion desorption probability
=0
Molecule = 0
Water
molecule
desorption
probability = 0
Te = 5 eV
Cathode electron temperature = 5
eV
Electron = 0
Kapton
secondary
electron
emission = 0
Pressure = 0
Facility background pressure = 0
Potential = -1 keV
Cathode potential = -1,000 V
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and charge collection there, as shown in Fig. 11.
Enhanced charge collection on R2 and R3 is consistent
with enhanced electron density at small radii, as shown
by the density maps. The potential converges toward the
baseline result as the discharge progresses, over much
of the mapped volume, but the difference remains large
for the outer rings.
Setting the electron stimulated desorption coefficient to
zero for molecules instead of ions had essentially no
effect relative to the Baseline case. This outcome is
likely due to the modest cross section for gas phase

both the Baseline solution and the experimental
measurements.
Figure 11 shows the coupon surface charge profiles at
40 µs for the Baseline solution, and the six revised
simulations.
4.1. Kapton electron stimulated desorption
coefficient = 0
Electron and ion density maps are shown in Figs 12 and
13 for the case where electron stimulated desorption
yield of water ions has been set to zero. While electron
density has been strongly affected, the influence on ion
density is particularly stark and further breakdown of
quasi-neutrality has taken place; ions are now
essentially confined to the axial region above the
cathode, absent from areas with large radial coordinates
particularly for small z values. This may result from
two factors; increased radial confinement and reduced
ion production far from the axis of symmetry. Despite
the modest ion yield coefficient, the relatively slow
velocity of ions compared to electrons appears to mean
that quasi-neutrality is possible based on these ions
only, in lieu of migrating ions from the cathode region
and/or ion production from other gas via electron impact
ionization.
Setting ion desorption to zero causes the calculated
potential map to be dramatically different at 10µs
(compare the new map shown in Fig. 14 with Fig. 9).
Ions in the cathode region are now accelerated much
more strongly in the axial direction, and are strongly
discouraged from radial migration by the local field.
The potential maps are dictated by the potential gradient
along the Kapton surface and the symmetry of the
coupon. Since ions no longer desorb from the Kapton
due to impinging electrons, ion production at large
distance from the cathode is reduced significantly; ions
are produced mainly near the cathode and subsequent
motion is governed by local fields that inhibit radial
migration. The dearth of ions near the outer ring
surfaces is associated with reduced electron migration

Figure 11. Net negative charge collection on individual
annular rings for several cases compared to Baseline
and measurement
electron impact ionization of water molecules,
combined with molecular density increase near the
Kapton surface of same order of magnitude as the
background gas density. This result is consistent with
the fact that results are essentially unaffected when the
background pressure is turned off.
4.2. Capacitance = 2×
Increased capacitance keeps the Kapton surface
potential high for a longer period of time. The result is
that ions are more strongly displaced in the axial
direction, and electrons see increased field gradients in
both radial and axial directions. Electrons are drawn out
along both axes, despite the increased radial pull due to
higher Kapton potential. Charge collection was
enhanced for the outermost ring as well as inner rings.
Collection on rings 5-7 was little changed relative to
Baseline.
4.3. Background pressure (Pb) = 0
The background pressure in the facility prior to ESD
initiation was set to zero. Simulation results were
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Figure 12. Electron density map snapshots in time sequence for zero ion stimulated desorption; 10µs (upper left), 20µs (upper
right), 30µs (lower left), 40µs (lower right).

Figure 13. Ion density map snapshots in time sequence for zero ion stimulated desorption; 10µs (upper left), 20µs (upper
right), 30µs (lower left), 40µs (lower right).
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essentially identical to the previous, suggesting that
background gas at the 2 x 10-5 torr level has little effect
on the discharge.
5.

DISCUSSION

Conditions up to this point have been largely
collisionless for electrons migrating from cathode to
ring surfaces, so that most have impingement energy
that correlates with the delta-V between cathode and
ring surface. The code has no problem reducing the
potential initially because the SEE coefficient is
substantially less than unity at first. Electron stimulated
desorption of H2O+ also acts to neutralize the surface
potential, but with the yield figure only 0.01
ion/electron this process plays a minor role. Any
secondary electrons that re-impinge with energy much
below 50eV will aid neutralization; the energy
distribution of secondaries returning to the surface is
therefore very important. Short of a robust SEE
avalanche with short hop distances, however, the SEE
dynamics will lead to discharge termination without
fully neutralizing the middle and outer rings, as is
experimentally observed. Higher initial charging will
then result in greater ring neutralization percentages,
assuming the termination potential variation is small.
Intense SEE avalanching may also lead to increased
neutralization percentage.
The experiments, in contrast to the simulations, say that
ring 2 becomes completely neutralized (4 µC collected,
which should remove the full 1400V). None of the
middle and outer ring potentials reduced below about
800V. The only way to effectively neutralize ring 2,
based on the above discussion and assuming our SEE
curve is realistic for the actual situation, is to flood it
with electrons that impinge at less than 50 eV energy.
How to do this? Impingement that is dominated by low
energy secondaries (due to SEE avalanching) or a
dense, cold plasma migrating over from the cathode
may suffice. Since R2 is quickly neutralized in the
experiments but full ring neutralization is never realized
beyond R3, and because observed currents on
progressive rings do not rise exponentially (SEE
avalanche is weak), we believe the dense cathode
plasma, formed due to high aluminum emission and
ionization rates, is responsible.
As illustrated by Fig. 10, the simulation results are
“noisy”. In fact, potentials as well as electron and ion
density outputs are highly time varying (unstable)
quantities throughout the discharge period. The mesh
(cell) size of the computational grid, number of particles
per cell, and timestep interval in relation to inverse
plasma frequency were evaluated as potential noise
sources. Each cell generally has more than 20 particles
and the step interval is considered to be low enough,
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leaving cell size to be evaluated. The worst case is near
the cathode emission site, where the mesh size is on the
order of 10 Debye lengths. A new baseline simulation
was run with mesh size less than the Debye length in all
locations. Similar results were obtained for this case,
however the expanded run time makes the model
impractical for routine usage under these circumstances.
The most generally accepted mechanism proposed for
flashover discharge evolution during the intermediate
stage involves SEE avalanche along the surface of the
insulator [26, 28]. Surface charging is a natural
consequence of SEE, and may occur before the
flashover initiates, making the typical flashover
situation more similar to spacecraft configurations of
interest. The conclusion that SEE yield is a critical
factor for our ring coupon discharges is further
supported by the fact that multipactor discharges
wouldn’t exist without SEE effects [35].
In the sensitivity study the parameters found to be
highly influential were electron stimulated ion
desorption, secondary electron emission yield, and
cathode potential. In each case it was possible to
substantially reduce current collection preferentially on
the outer rings by adjusting the parameter setting. When
this was done, inspection of potential, electron and ion
density maps indicated increased density in axial
locations and reduced density in the vicinity of the outer
rings.
6.

CONCLUSIONS

Electrostatic discharge propagation across an insulator
surface in vacuum is a fundamental physical
phenomenon. A principal application has to do with
spacecraft design and the understanding and prevention
of troublesome ESD anomalies in flight that, in the
worst case, may compromise the intended mission.
Existing models, while providing some utility, have
been inadequate to address this problem. A physicsbased model was therefore developed and applied,
including all of the known physical parameters of
potential relevance and with direct comparison to
idealized experimental data. This approach incorporates
more physics and fewer assumptions than previous
work.
Electron and ion densities, potential maps, total and
time-dependent charge collection on the rings were the
main outputs of the simulations, and a sensitivity
analysis of several parameters was performed. The
results indicate rapidly varying potential distributions
and charged particle densities, with low sensitivity to
background pressure, electron temperature, and electron
stimulated neutral desorption. High sensitivity
parameters were found to be electron stimulated ion
desorption, secondary electron emission yield, and
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Figure 14. Potential maps for the case of zero stimulated desorption of ions.

cathode potential. Remarkably, shutting off SEE or
desorption, or placing a large negative potential on the
cathode in each case has a similar effect: drop out of
current collection on the outer rings. We believe this to
result in each instance from shut down or substantial
reduction of surface-mediated propagation. Shutting off
the ion desorption also elevates total current collection
on the inner rings; this is true to a lesser extent when
SEE yield is zeroed.

8.
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